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Problem #1: COVID Pandemic Is Changing the Work “Place”
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• As an Assistant Controller working in the 
Management Consulting Industry said, 
“Since all of our processes are manual, our 
AP team was defined as essential and had
to work from the office.Of course, with a 
majority of my company working from 
home, processing paper approvals is slow
to come.”

• Still, other APprofessionals noted the 
relative ease of transitioning to a remote
environment. The difference in most cases 
was linked to the levelof AP automation 
that exists. “We were able to successfully 
transition to working remotely in a short
period of time due to the automation tools
we had in place,” said the Director of 
Accounts Payable for a Global Video
Game Publisher.
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Problem #2: B2B Invoices / Payments Are Overwhelmingly Paper
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• The age-old “paper vs. electronic” or “manual vs. automated” battle (still) continues today…
• Even within a commercial / consumer world that has become mostly digitized.



And…Paper Invoices Are Expensive 
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Metrics Best-in-
Class 

 All Others 

Cost to process a single invoice 
(all-inclusive cost) 

$2.56 $12.88 

Time to process a single invoice 3.1 days 11.7 days 
Invoice exception rate 10.6% 27.3% 

Invoices processed "straight-through" 67.2% 21.2% 

Suppliers that submit invoices electronically 54.0% 25.2% 

Invoices linked to a Purchase Order (PO) 80.2% 44.3% 
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Table 2: AP Performance: Best-in-Class vs. All Others 
• Best-in-Class AP programs’ two 

biggest performance advantages: 
time and money.  

• With invoice processing costs that are 
80% lower, and invoice processing times 
that are 74% faster than their peers, 
Best-in-Class businesses have made 
incredible strides where it counts the 
most. Through the introduction of 
automation, efficiencies, and more 
strategic thinking, top-performing AP 
groups shine. 



Plus…work is expanding, not shrinking
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An IOFM report found the median number of invoices processed by AP 

teams climbed 28% year-over-year while

headcount dropped 12%.



78% 31%

CYBERCRIME

31% of fraud events 
were in the form of 

cybercrime

52%

PERPETRATORS

52% of all frauds are 
perpetrated by people 

inside the 
organization

64%

FINANCIAL LOSSES

64% of organizations 
said losses could 

amount to $1M USD

FRAUD TARGETS

49% of organizations 
globally said they’ve 

been a victim of 
fraud, up from 36%

Problem #3: B2B Payment Fraud

According to the AFP, 78% of businesses experienced attempted or actual B2B payments fraud last year. This number has risen 
steadily since 2013.

The persistent use of paper checks in B2B payments is becoming confounding as more secure and convenient options for 
businesses continue to present themselves. Compared to the variety of electronic payment options available, paper checks are 
much more susceptible to both internal and external B2B payments fraud.

https://dynamic.afponline.org/paymentsfraud/p/1


Summary of Challenges…
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Figure 6: AP's Top Challenges for 2020 

Invoice/payment approvals take too long 60% 

High percentage of exceptions 48% 

Lack of respect/status within the organization 33% 

Too much paper 31% 

Manual B2B payments 27% 

Lack of visibility into invoice and payment data 25% 

Getting the budget to invest in automation 23% 

© Ardent Partners - 2020 

Over the years, AP has faced a series of 
challenges that are directly linked to a reliance 
on paper-based processes.  

As AP leaders navigate the current state of 
business, a majority (60%) still face lengthy 
invoice and payment approval times. While this 
has always been a “top five” issue for the AP 
group, this is the first instance in many years 
that approval process deficiencies rank as the 
top challenge.  

However, there is a very valid (and current) 
reason for this challenge: as social distance 
and shelter-in-place advisories rock both 
personal and business perspectives, the 
inability to perform in-person procedures has 
negatively impacted those AP functions without 
full automation in place 
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Ok…So where are we focusing?
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Figure 5: Top Priorities for AP in 2020 

Improve AP reporting and data analytics 48% 

Eliminate paper invoicing and reduce manual tasks 38% 

Enable more suppliers to submit invoices electronically 32% 

Implement AP Automation 29% 

Eliminate paper check payments 28% 

Reduce processing costs 27% 

© Ardent Partners - 2020 

In recent years, AP has taken significant 
strides forward, powered by digital 
transformation, collaboration, analytics, 
and other progressive ideas developing out 
of the FinTech industry.  

The drive to improve their overall 
reporting and analytics is a surefire 
representation of the function’s drive to 
become a “hub” of intelligence for its 
partners like procurement and treasury.  

In truth, it is the other key priorities that 
more likely define the function in the 
second half of 2020. Many of these other 
priorities are more “traditional” in scope… 



Don’t Take Our Word For It …
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Figure 14: Core AP Capabilities, Best-in-Class vs. All Others 

Best-in-Class 

All Others 

© Ardent Partners - 2020 

93% Ability to make electronic payments 58% 
83% Two- or three-way matching capabilities 59% 

77% Provide rich remittance information to suppliers 31% 
6% Ability to match invoices to contracts 38% 

75% Ability to process invoices straight-through 35% 
74% Ability to measure key AP metrics 43% 
73% Standardized AP processes 46% 

52% Ability to capture early payment discounts 31% 

One area where Best-in-Class teams 
show a big advantage is with 
ePayments. 

Leverage ePayments - which can 
eliminate the deficiencies associated 
with paper- based checks, while also 
enabling greater payment agility, 
speeding up payment times, lowering 
costs, improving compliance, mitigating 
fraud, and providing superior visibility 
into organizational cash flow. 



Strategies for the Future…

Figure 17: Strategies and Solutions to Drive AP to the "Next Level" 

"Smarter" systems that drive more efficiencies 69% 

Deeper, more agile analytics and reporting 53% 

Eradication of tactical tasks 45% 

More suppliers receiving electronic payments 40% 

Enhanced collaboration with key stakeholders 38% 

© Ardent Partners - 2020 

Operational efficiencies have long been 
a key objective for AP departments. 
However, it is the notion of 
“intelligence” that has become more 
important for AP in recent years. 

For the AP industry, the “Next Level” 
means that global businesses will be 
able to draw actionable knowledge 
from the invoice, payment, and 
supplier data that resides within 
ePayables systems and make smarter 
decisions.  



Mega Trends moving Markets 

Business Continuity

Recent COVID-19 crisis highlighted 
the importance of automation to 

business continuity

Fraud Risk

Growing concerns over 
fraud risk and data privacy 

with paper invoices and 
paper checks 

Familiar Tech

Users have experienced the 
benefits of SaaS / cloud 

solutions for automation in other 
areas of the business along with 

lower cost of ownership 

Millennial Effect

Tech-savvy younger 
population taking on 
leadership roles in 

organizations 
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Benefits to automating your 
AP process in 2022

Improve Reporting & Analytics 
Gain back your visibility into all invoices and payments flowing through your 
accounts payable process.

Eliminate Paper Invoicing & Manual 
Tasks
Easily track down invoices with a click of a button.

Eliminate Paper Checks 
Approve invoice and payments more quickly.

Build Resilience 
Ensure that your AP process will be able to bounce back quickly 
from various challenges (e.g. fraud)

Ensure Business Continuity 
Keeping business processes uninterrupted during uncertain and 
unexpected events (e.g. not being able to go into the office)
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